Conference on
‘Globalisation and Migration’

19th October, 2007

at Lenton Hurst House, Lenton and Wortley Hall, University Park, University of Nottingham

8.45 – 9.00 Coffee

Session 1: Chair: Daniel Bernhofen (GEP, University of Nottingham)

09.00–09.45 Wilhelm Kohler (Eberhard Karls University, Tübingen)
Absorbing German Migration: Wages and Employment
Discussant: Richard Upward (GEP, University of Nottingham)

09.45 – 10.30 Giorgio Barba Navaretti (University of Milan)
Offshoring and Immigration Employment: Firm Level Theory and Evidence
Discussant: Holger Görg (GEP, University of Nottingham)

10.30 – 10.45 Coffee

Session 2: Chair: Richard Upward (GEP, University of Nottingham)

10.45 – 11.30 Giovanni Facchini (University of Essex)
Do Interest Groups affect Immigration?
Discussant: Peter Wright (GEP, University of Nottingham)

11.30 – 12.15 Timothy Hatton (University of Essex)
Immigrants Assimilate as Communities, not just as Individuals
Discussant: Daniel Bernhofen (GEP, University of Nottingham)
12.15 – 13.00  Lunch

**Session 3:**  Chair: Giovanni Facchini (University of Essex)

13.00 – 13.45  Sharun Mukand (Tufts University)
*Workers without Borders?*
Discussant: Udo Kreickemeier (GEP, University of Nottingham)

13.45 – 14.30  Marta Aloi (GEP, University of Nottingham)
*National Labor Markets, International Factor Mobility and Macroeconomic Stability*
Discussant: Mark Roberts (University of Nottingham)

14.30 – 14.45  Coffee

**Session 4:**  Chair: Peter Wright (GEP, University of Nottingham)

14.45 – 15.30  Artjoms Ivlevs (GEP, University of Nottingham)
*Ageing, Births and Attitudes Towards Immigration: Evidence from Transition Economies*
Discussant: Alex Hijzen (OECD)